Big Event done jointly by RRF and CAMPE

A seminar on “Education Watch Report-2014” been held at RRF Conference space in Jessore

Rural Reconstruction Foundation (RRF) and Campaign for Popular Education (CAMPE) jointly arranged an exclusive seminar on “Education Watch Report 2014” with the presence of different educational stakeholders here at RRF head office conference space in Jessore today on 07 September 2015 at 10 o’clock in the morning. The main objective of this program is to disseminate the real scenarios of our state education to the root level people with clear understanding, in fact what the matters are actually happening in education.

This is yet another brilliant piece of event been done jointly by RRF and CAMPE, that we are doing in regular basis over the recent years. The partnership between CAMPE and RRF is becoming much stronger gradually, in fact, so significant it is for the both organization, it is simply because, both we are making a significant space to do something better for education in our country context. We believe, our intention is so clear, we are committed to contribute in any part of education which help to ensure the quality education whatsoever.

From Left, Mr. Bozlur Rashid (AD-BNFE, Jessore), Mr. Nasiruddin (DEO-Jessore), Mr. Tarapada Das (Chairman-RRF), Mr. Shofi Ahmed (Professor, English Dept. Dhaka University), Mr. Abdur Rauf (CAMPE Representative), Mrs. Pinku Rita Biswas (Deputy Executive Director & Founder of RRF, Jessore)

In the seminar, the government administrative officials, Govt. Educational officials, Civil Society Members, Head of primary schools, Head high schools, Head of Colleges, Teachers, SMC members, Guardians of student, NGO officials, Print and Electronic Media journalists and many other stakeholders has taken part with smart active participation. Mr. Tarapada Das (Chairperson of RRF) presided the program, whereas, Mrs. Pinku Rita Biswas (Deputy Executive Director of RRF) delivered a welcoming speech at very beginning. The main study report presented by Mr. Shofi Ahmed (Prof. Dhaka University). The entire program been facilitated jointly by Mr. Abdur Rauf (CAMPE Official) and Md. Mokbul Ahmed (Sr. Asst. Director, Communication & Documentation, RRF)